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Abstract This article focuses on the development of a
discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method for simulations of
multicomponent and chemically reacting flows. Compared
to aerodynamic flow applications, in which DG methods
have been successfully employed, DG simulations of chem-
ically reacting flows introduce challenges that arise from
flow unsteadiness, combustion, heat release, compressibility
effects, shocks, and variations in thermodynamic proper-
ties. To address these challenges, algorithms are developed,
including an entropy-bounded DG method, an entropy-
residual shock indicator, and a new formulation of artificial
viscosity. The performance and capabilities of the resulting
DGmethod are demonstrated in several relevant applications,
including shock/bubble interaction, turbulent combustion,
and detonation. It is concluded that the developedDGmethod
shows promising performance in application to multicompo-
nent reacting flows. The paper concludes with a discussion
of further research needs to enable the application of DG
methods to more complex reacting flows.

Keywords Discontinuous Galerkin method · High-order
schemes · Reacting flows · Multicomponent flows

1 Introduction

The development of numerical methods for applications
to computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been a long-
standing research theme. With the increasing interests in
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studying fluid flows of increasing physico-chemical com-
plexity, more advanced numerical schemes and algorithms
have been developed. In the field of combustion and ther-
mal sciences, flow systems commonly involve unsteady and
turbulent flows, heat release, chemical reaction, phase tran-
sition, evaporation, flow-field discontinuities, and shocks.
Computational analysis of such flows is of practical impor-
tance for a variety of applications that are impacting aviation,
ground transportation, power generation, defense, and space
exploration. However, enabling CFD predictions of mul-
ticomponent reacting flows remains a challenge for the
following reasons: first, reacting flow systems in most
practical applications are inherently multi-scale problems.
Relevant scales include the characteristic flame thickness δ,
the viscous-dissipative turbulence length-scale η, the shock
thickness ζ , the length of the reaction zone �, and the geo-
metrical scale L . Applying classical scaling arguments [1–3]
provides the following relation:

L ∼ Da � ∼ Re5/4η ∼ Re5/4√
K a

δ ∼ Ma

K n
ζ, (1)

where Da refers to the Damköhler number, the ratio between
the characteristic convective time scale and the chemical time
scale; Re is the Reynolds number; Ma is the Mach num-
ber; K a, the Karlovitz number, is the ratio between thermal
flame thickness and Kolmogorov length scale, and K n is the
Knudsen number. Considering a flow at a typical detonation
condition, the relevant scales could span over six orders in
magnitude. Detailed representation of these scales requires
significant numerical resolution, as well as sufficiently accu-
rate numerical schemes that introduce minimal dissipation.

Second, reactive mixtures in combustion systems involve
a large number of chemical species. As an example, hydro-
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gen/air combustion, which is the simplest chemical system,
is described by nine species. For complex hydrocarbon fuels,
such as multicomponent transportation fuels, the number of
chemical species can increase to hundreds or even thou-
sands [4]. Besides the large number of transport equations
to be solved, the chemical species evolve on different tem-
poral scales. The associated stiffness introduces additional
challenges to numerical methods. To enable CFD simula-
tions of reacting flows in turbulent combustion environments,
one might attempt to use drastically simplified chemical
systems, for example, single-stepArrhenius chemistry. How-
ever, these simplifications may introduce large modeling
errors in the prediction of essential flow features, flame struc-
tures, and dynamic processes that develop on different time
scales. The variation of thermodynamic properties introduces
an additional complexity, which requires adequate represen-
tations in numerical algorithms. Specifically, heat capacities
and thermo-viscous transport properties of reactive mixtures
exhibit strong dependencies on species composition and tem-
perature. Furthermore, real-fluid effects have to be taken into
account for modeling reaction systems at elevated pressures
or supercritical conditions. The accurate representation of
the complex thermodynamics in numerical simulations is
necessary for the correct prediction of gas temperature, fuel
conversion, and emissions for reacting flows. To accommo-
date these effects, consistent numerical treatments and robust
algorithms are required [5]; otherwise, numerical instabili-
ties can arise in solution processes [6].

Third, reacting flows in engineering configurations are
characterized by complex and unsteady flow structures
that are driven by chemical reactions, thermo-diffusive and
hydrodynamic instabilities, and shock dynamics. As an
example, significant shock instabilities can be triggered in
detonation systems, resulting in formations of transverse,
galloping, and triple point configurations [7–10]. Shock–
shock collisions result in the formation of detonation cells.
Depending on the activation energy, cellular structures of
detonation waves can either be regular or irregular [11]. Vari-
ations in hydrodynamics would then cause differences in
fuel-consumption rates. Examples of the interaction between
hydrodynamics, chemical reaction, and flow compressibility
can also be observed in other supersonic combustion sys-
tems, such as scramjets and rocket motors. The accurate
prediction of these complex interactions imposes signifi-
cant challenges for numerical methods. To capture shock
dynamics, numerical dissipation is required in the vicinity
of shock discontinuities;meanwhile, high-order accurate and
low-dissipative schemes are generally required to resolve tur-
bulence, small-scale hydrodynamics, and thin reaction fronts.

Although substantial efforts have been made to enable
simulations of multicomponent and reacting flows, these
numerical techniques are largely based on finite difference
(FD) or finite volume (FV) schemes. While FD methods

are only applicable to structured meshes, FV methods are
typically limited to second-order accurate discretizations on
unstructured meshes. In contrast, the discontinuous Galerkin
(DG) scheme provides alternative opportunities to improve
the CFD performance for the prediction of multicomponent
and reacting flows. Compared to commonly employed FD or
FV schemes, DG methods exhibit better dissipative and dis-
persive properties [12,13]. In addition, DG schemes are well
suited for genericmeshes and able to solve problems on com-
plex geometric configurations. Furthermore, DG schemes
can be combined with advanced refinement strategies by uti-
lizing local mesh adaptation and enrichment in polynomial
order. Finally, DG methods preserve the compactness and
data locality, and exhibit excellent performance and scalabil-
ity onhigh-performance computing architectures andgraphic
processing unites [14].

The objective of this article is to discuss recent progress on
the algorithmic development of DG methods for simulations
of multicomponent flows and combustion, present represen-
tative examples of practical relevance, and identify current
limitations and further research opportunities for the devel-
opment of DG methods.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
the governing equations are introduced in Sect. 2; the DG
discretization, along with an overview of previous DG devel-
opments are presented in Sect. 3; Sect. 4 focuses on recent
advancements of DGmethod for predicting multicomponent
and reacting flows, including the development of an entropy-
bounded DG scheme, the formulation of an entropy-residual
shock indicator, and the improvement of artificial viscosity
methods for DG schemes; Sect. 5 examines the capability
of the DG methods in applications to different flow com-
plexities, including numerical simulations of shock/bubble
interaction, turbulent premixed flame, and quenching and re-
initiating processes in detonation systems. The paper finishes
by identifying further research needs for the development of
DG schemes for practical applications of reacting flows.

2 Governing equations

In this paper, the generic equations of chemically reacting
fluid flows are considered, which consist of conservation for
mass, momentum, total energy, and species [2]:

∂tρ + ∇ · (ρu) = 0, (2a)

∂t (ρu) + ∇ · (ρuuT + PI) = ∇ · τ, (2b)

∂t (ρE) + ∇ · [ρu(E + P/ρ)]= − ∇ · q+∇ · (τ · u) + SρE ,

(2c)

∂t (ρY) + ∇ · (ρYu) = −∇ · j + SρY, (2d)

where ρ, E , and P refer, respectively, to density, specific
total energy, and pressure; u ∈ R

Nd is the velocity with Nd
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components defined by the spatial dimension of a problem;
Y ∈ R

Ns is the vector of speciesmass fractionswith Ns being
the number of chemical species, and S is the chemical source
term. In Eq. (2), the viscous stress tensor τ , conductive heat
flux q, and the mass diffusion flux j take the forms:

τ = μ
[
∇u + (∇u)T

]
− 2

3
μ(∇ · u)I , (3a)

q = −κ∇T , (3b)

j = −ρα∇Y, (3c)

in which the transport properties involve dynamic viscosity
μ, conductivity κ , and diffusivity α. The species diffusion
flux j is represented by Fick’s law, the viscous stress tensor
τ is described using Newton’s law, and the heat-flux vector
is modeled using Fourier’s Law. This system of equations is
closed with the ideal gas relation:

P = ρRT, (4)

where R is the gas constant and T is the temperature. That
can be evaluated using the following relation:

E =
∫ T

T0
cvdT + |u|2

2
, (5)

where cv is the specific heat capability at constant volume.
Another parameter related to cv is the specific heat capacity
at constant pressure, denoted as cp

cp = cv + R, and γ = cp
cv

, (6)

is the adiabatic index.

3 Discontinuous Galerkin method

The discontinuous Galerkin method was first introduced by
Reed and Hill [15] for the solution of linear advection prob-
lems. For linear problems, numerical analysis [16,17] has
shown that the DG scheme is able to achieve optimal con-
vergence O(h p+1) on Cartesian meshes and O(h p+1/2) on
generic meshes, where h refers to the size of the largest
element and p is the polynomial order. Building on these
early works, Cockburn and Shu [18–21] extended the DG
formulation for solving nonlinear convection problems and
Euler equations. However, for applications to generic flow
calculations involving turbulence and scalar mixing, the con-
sideration of viscous effects is necessary, requiring the DG
discretization of elliptic operators. A number of schemes
have been developed to yield stable and high-order accu-
rate discretizations of the viscous operators. Specifically, the

interior penalty (IP) method [22] represents the earliest effort
in this regard, followed by the local DG scheme [23], the
Bassi–Rebay schemes [24,25], the compactDGscheme [26],
and the optimized IP scheme [27,28]. These developments
were essential to enable DG simulations of fluid flows. In
the following, we provide DG discretizations to these flow
problems.

3.1 DG discretization of conservation equations

For notional clarity, the Navier–Stokes system in Eq. (2) is
written in the following vector form:

∂tU + ∇ · F = ∇ · Q + S, (7)

in which U ∈ R
Nv is the solution vector (Nv is the number

of solution variables), F ∈ R
Nv×Nd is the convective flux,

Q ∈ R
Nv×Nd is the viscous flux, and S ∈ R

Nv is the source
term. By comparing with Eq. (2), we obtain:

U =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

ρ

ρu
ρE
ρY

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , F =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

ρu
ρuuT + PI

ρu(E + P/ρ)

ρuY

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

Q =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0
τ

−q + τ · u
−j

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , S =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0
0

SρE

SρY

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ . (8)

To introduce the discretization, we consider the problem to
be posed on the domain Ω with boundary ∂Ω . For this, a
mesh partition is defined Ω = ∪Ne

e=1Ωe, where Ωe corre-
sponds to a discrete element of this partition. The edge of
element Ωe is defined as ∂Ωe. On each element, in general
any L2-function can be defined to represent the solutions.
Polynomial functions are typically used in this regard due to
thewell-knownmathematical properties and the ease to carry
out numerical integrations. Thus, we introduce the function
space Pp to denote a set of polynomials with order not higher
than p. With this, the mathematical definition of a DG space
is written as

V
p
h = {φ ∈ L2(Ω): φe ≡ φ|Ωe ∈ P

p,∀Ωe ∈ Ω}, (9)

where φe is the basis function defined on Ωe, used for rep-
resenting solutions. The local solution Ue takes the form,

Ue(t, x) =
Np∑

i=1

Ũe,i (t)φe,i (x), x ∈ Ωe, (10)

where Np is the number of basis functions and Ũe,i refers
to the basis coefficient associated with the i th basis function,
φe,i . Since no continuity constraint is required across element
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Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of DG solutions

interfaces, we can denote the solution representation of the
entire domain Ω as

U 	 U = ⊕Ne
e=1Ue, (11)

where ⊕ refers to a direct sum in function space. With this,
Ue ∈ P

p and U ∈ V
p
h , which means that the global solution

falls into the DG space defined by Eq. (9). The solution rep-
resentation of the DG scheme is schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1.

The semi-discrete form of the Navier–Stoke equations on
the element Ωe is obtained by multiplying Eq. (7) with the
test function φ and integrating over Ωe:

∫

Ωe

φe (∂tU + ∇ · F − ∇ · Q − S) dx

=
∫

Ωe

(φe∂tU − ∇φe · F)dx +
∫

∂Ωe

φ+
e F · n̂ds

−
∫

Ωe

φe∇ · Qdx −
∫

Ωe

φeSdx, (12a)

	
(∫

Ωe

φeφ
T
e dx

)
dŨe

dt
−

∫

Ωe

∇φe · F(Ue)dx

+
∫

∂Ωe

φ+
e F̂ds −

∫

Ωe

φe∇ · Qdx −
∫

Ωe

φe Sdx, (12b)

in which Eq. (12a) uses integration-by-parts, and Eq. (12b)
is obtained by approximating U on element Ωe by Ue using
Eq. (11). The outward-pointing normal vector with respect to
the elementΩe is denoted by n̂, and F̂ is the Riemann flux. It
is important to note that the DG solution at the element edge
∂Ωe is double-valued. Therefore, the superscripts + and −
are introduced to distinguish the interior and exterior of the
solution with respect to Ωe. The last term on the right-hand-
side (RHS) of Eq. (12b) represents the discretized source
term, which can be directly evaluated using quadrature. The
remaining issues are then the approximation of the viscous

operator and the Riemann flux F̂ . The mathematical formu-
lation of F̂ has been studied extensively [29], and common
formulations include the Roe flux [30], the HLLC flux [31],
and the Rusanov flux [32].

3.2 DG discretization of diffusion operators

Since the Navier–Stokes equations involve a set of nonlinear
diffusion terms, the first step in the formulation of a dis-
cretized form is to linearize Q, with respect to ∇U. Using
the index i to represent the first dimension of Q, we denote
Qi as the diffusion flux of the Navier–Stokes equations for
the i th solution variable. With this, Qi ∈ R

Nd and each
component of Qi can involve contributions from all spa-
tial derivatives of the solution variables. Therefore, Qi can
be written as Qi = ∑Nv

j=1Di j∇U j , where Di j ∈ R
Nd×Nd .

With this, we define each component in the summation as
Q( j)

i ≡ Di j∇U j (omitting Einstein’s summation conven-
tion). In the following, we will provide the discretization for
Q( j)

i , and the discretization forQi follows directly using the

distributive property of addition. The discretization of Q( j)
i

reads:

∫

Ωe

φe∇ · Q( j)
i dx

= −
∫

Ωe

∇U j · (∇φeDi j )dx +
∫

∂Ωe

φeQ
( j)
i · n̂ds, (13a)

=
∫

Ωe

U j∇ · (∇φeDi j )dx −
∫

∂Ωe

U j (∇φeDi j ) · n̂ds

+
∫

∂Ωe

φeQ
( j)
i · n̂ds, (13b)

	
∫

Ωe

U j∇ · (∇φe Di j )dx −
∫

∂Ωe

Û j (∇φe Di j )
+ · n̂ds

+
∫

∂Ωe

φ+
e Q̂( j)

i ds . (13c)

The equality in Eq. (13a) is obtained by manipulating
the matrix and vector multiplicants, followed by apply-
ing integration-by-parts, after which the exact expression
is approximated on the solution space defined by Eq. (9).
By applying integration-by-parts once again, we obtain the
final form that includes one volumetric integral and two sur-
face integrals. In Eq. (13c), Û is an approximation to the
exact solutionU at element interfaces, while Q̂ represents an
approximation to the trace of the viscous flux at element inter-
faces. To complete the discretization of the viscous terms, Q̂
and Û need to be specified. Coercivity of finite-element dis-
cretization requires:

Û = {U }, (14)
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where we define {·} ≡ [(·)+ + (·)−]/2. Different expres-
sions can be employed to specify Q̂ [22,23,25,27]. The IP
method, proposed by Arnold et al. [22], provides a concise
form of Q̂:

Q̂i =
⎧⎨
⎩

Nv∑
j=1

Di j∇U j

⎫⎬
⎭ + σ

h
�Ui �/h, (15)

where �·� ≡ (·)+n̂ − (·)−n̂, and σ is a parameter that can be
adjusted to ensure the stability of the numerical scheme.

The DG discretization does not introduce any dependen-
cies on the mesh topology; its order of accuracy depends
on the nature of the physical problem and the order of the
polynomial bases. Given the same mesh and polynomial
order, different implementations of DG schemes, however,
can have different performance due to the specific choices
of the Riemann and viscous flux formulations. The DG
scheme preserves compactness since each individual ele-
ment only communicates with its immediate neighbors. This
feature also leads to a simple implementation. In contrast,
sophisticated algorithms are often required to implement
reconstruction operators for high-order FV solvers. In terms
of computational costs, recent benchmark studies [33] have
shown that high-order DG schemes have lower floating point
operations per second (FLOP)-counts than a standard FV
scheme for achieving the same accuracy on unstructured
tetrahedral meshes, while still being more costly on perfectly
regular Cartesian meshes.

4 DG development for multicomponent reacting
flows

The DG formulation is supported by mathematical theory,
and excellent performance in applications to aerodynamic
flows has been demonstrated [34]. Despite this success,
DG methods have found only limited applications to react-
ing flows. Further algorithmic developments are required
in order to accommodate the more complex flow physics
involving chemical reactions, heat release, flow-field discon-
tinuities, and turbulence. For example, the strong heat release
in reacting flows introduces significant dilatation on local
fluid elements, resulting in modifications of the local den-
sity. The numerical prediction of these combustion-physical
processes requires the numerical scheme to be sufficiently
robust to ensure physical realizability of the solution quanti-
ties, such as pressure, density, and species mass fractions.
Additional numerical challenges arise in the modeling of
reacting flows that contain discontinuous flow features, such
as shocks or detonation waves, which are sensitive to local
temperature and flow field variations. The main issues for
simulations of flows with discontinuities are to distinguish

between smooth and non-smooth parts of the solutions and
to stabilize properly the non-smooth solutions. Consider-
ing these requirements, the formulations of DG methods for
reactingflowproblems requires: (1) the development of phys-
ically realizableDG schemes for underresolved solutions and
high-order discretizations; (2) the formulation of indicators
for the detection of flow discontinuities; and (3) the devel-
opment of improved artificial-viscosity methods to stabilize
the DG solution at flow-field discontinuities. In the follow-
ing, these components will be discussed.

4.1 Positivity-preserving and entropy-bounded DG
scheme

Although the DG method is able to achieve high-order
accuracy for smooth flow problems, the polynomial rep-
resentation of the variational discretization can generate
local irregular solutions. For example, an underresolved
solution of density or pressure can occasionally become
negative in the solution domain, causing the divergence of
the calculation. This issue is inherent to the polynomial
solution approximation, which does not automatically guar-
antee physical laws of fluids. Recently, Zhang et al. [35–37]
introduced the positivity-preserving DG scheme (PPDG) to
address this issue. The PPDG scheme has provable L1-
stability and guarantees the robustness of simulations by
preventing the appearance of negative pressure and density.
The entropy-bounded DG (EBDG) scheme [38] extends the
PPDG formulation by using the entropy principle of gas
dynamics to ensure that the solution remains physically real-
izable. This method was shown to be applicable to general
elements with solution representations of arbitrary polyno-
mial order.

The idea of EBDG scheme (illustrated in Fig. 2) is to
enforce aminimumentropy condition on the discrete solution
represented by the DG scheme. The constraint based on the
entropy principle is formulated as follows

t = tn

t = tn+ t

se
0(tn)

se
0(tn)

e e-1e+1

U s(U) LU

Fig. 2 (Color online) Principle of entropy-bounded DG scheme
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s[U�t
e (x)] � min{s[U (y)]| y ∈ Ωe ∪ Ωe±1} ≡ s0e , (16)

where x ∈ Ωe and s = ln(p/ργ ) is the physical entropy,
which is a quasi-concave function of the conservative solu-
tion variables, U [37]. In this equation, the inequality sets an
entropy bound for an element-local solution inΩe , while s0e is
a local estimate for the true entropy minimum in Ωe. During
the solution process, this entropy constraint can be automati-
cally satisfied by smooth solutions with sufficient numerical
resolution.Violation of this entropy constraint implies lack of
numerical resolution or appearance of non-smooth solutions,
which can trigger numerical instabilities and potentially lead
to the divergence of calculations.By imposing this constraint,
we expect that the sub-cell DG solution is regularized, avoid-
ing the appearance of non-physical solutions. This condition
is enforced in the EBDG scheme through the following algo-
rithm (see Fig. 2). At time step t , s0e is calculated according
to the definition on the RHS of Eq. (16), and used to set a
reference bound for the solution at the next step,U�t

e . IfU�t
e

yields entropy undershoot with respect to s0e , it will be modi-
fied using a linear scaling operator so that the corrected U�t

e
satisfies the constraint of Eq. (16). Although the algorithm
is demonstrated in terms of entropy, it simultaneously con-
strains both pressure and density to be positive and is equally
applicable to enforce positivity of species mass fractions for
simulating multicomponent reacting flows.

4.2 Entropy-residual shock indicator

To enable the prediction of shock-containing flows using
high-order DG methods, further algorithmic developments
are needed. Different from low-order finite-volume and
weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) schemes, DG
schemes are not natural shock-capturing schemes that can
automatically handle shock discontinuities. DG solutions in
the vicinity of shocks require stabilization. Robustly detect-
ing shocks in the solution domain is the prerequisite for
adopting any solution stabilization technique. During recent
years, several shock indicators for DG schemes have been
developed. Persson and Peraire [39] suggested to identify
non-smooth solutions using the high-order moments of the
local DG solution. Krivodonova et al. [40] proposed to
localize shocks using solution jumps at element interfaces.
Furthermore, Vuik and Ryan [41] introduced a shock indi-
cator based on a multiwavelet decomposition of the DG
solution. A shock indicator that employs the entropy resid-
ual was recently developed [42]. In this method, an entropy
residual is employed, which is defined as [43,44]

Rs = −∂t (ρs) − ∂k(ρuks), (17)

for the true solution. For generic conservation laws, the
entropy residual is zero for regular smooth solutions, and

strictly negative in regions with discontinuous solutions [43,
45]. To use the entropy residual for shock detection, a dis-
tinct element-wise measure to the true entropy residual is
required. The discrete entropy residual is defined as

R̃s(Ue) = 1

|Ωe|
∫

Ωe

{ρs[Ue(t + �t)] − ρs[Ue(t)]
�t

+ 1

2
∇ · [ρus(Ue(t)] + ρus[Ue(t + �t)]

}
dx,

(18)

which is directly evaluated given a local DG solution, Ue,
in Ωe. With this, troubled elements are flagged whenever
|R̃s(Ue)| > ε, where ε is a threshold parameter.

To understand further the performance of this shock indi-
cator, the convergence properties of R̃s(Ue) were analyzed
in Ref. [42], showing that for smooth solutions,

|R̃s | � Chr with r = min

(
p − Nd

2
, 1

)
, (19)

whereC is a coefficient, and the convergence rate, r , depends
on the dimensionality of the problem, Nd. For a high-order
approximation (p � 2 with at least third-order accuracy)
to smooth problems, the entropy-residual shock indicator,
R̃s(Ue), has first-order convergence with respect to grid
refinement under the condition p � 1+ Nd/2. This numeri-
cal property helps the shock indicator to have a more robust
performance with increasing numerical resolution. Given a
certain value of ε, troubled elements might initially be exces-
sively flagged by the indicator for simulations with poor
resolution.With increasing resolution (i.e., h-refinement) the
magnitude of R̃s(Ue) decreases in regions with smooth solu-
tions, while remaining very large in troubled elements that
contain true discontinuities. In this way, troubled elements
are better localized by the entropy-residual shock indicator.

Theperformanceof the entropy-residual shock indicator is
demonstrated in Fig. 3, in which we consider DG solutions
for the Sod shock tube problem. The initial conditions are
given as

(ρ, u, p)T =
{

(1, 0, 1)T, for x � 0.5,

(0.125, 0, 0.1)T, for x > 0.5,
(20)

on a one-dimensional domain with x ∈ [0, 1]. From this
figure, it can be seen that the indicator robustly flags trou-
bled elements in the vicinity of the right-running shock.With
increasing resolution by h-refinement, the layer of troubled
elements becomes thinner. This behavior confirms that the
indicator effectively detects elements that are located in the
vicinity of shocks, and avoids impacting the accuracy of solu-
tions at smooth regions.
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Fig. 3 (Color online) Performance of the entropy-residual shock indicator applied to Sod shock tube problem solved using EBDGP4 scheme:
a density profiles at different time instants; b–d traces of locations of troubled elements for calculations with different resolutions. a Instantaneous
solutions. b Trace, h = 1/50. c Trace, h = 1/100. d Trace, h = 1/200

4.3 Artificial-viscosity approach

Once shock discontinuities are localized by the entropy-
residual indicator, the stabilization of the numerical solutions
should be carried out in troubled DG elements. In general,
solution-stabilization techniques for DG schemes are catego-
rized into two classes, namely limiters and artificial viscosity.
Limiters apply corrections to local DG solutions based on
certain solution characteristics, such as gradients [19,20] or
moments [46]. The solution correction often requires non-
local solution information.Among different types of limiters,
WENO limiters [47,48] have shown good performance in
preserving stability and accuracy.However,major drawbacks
of limiters are the lack of support for multi-dimensional
curved elements and polynomial representations with orders
higher than three. However, AV methods overcome these
shortcomings. The applications of artificial viscosity to DG
methods were pioneered by Persson and Peraire [39]. Their

results showed that AV methods can provide subcell reso-
lution across discontinuities and retain high-order accuracy
for DG schemes by carefully selecting the amount of AV.
Other examples of applying AV to DG calculations can be
found in Refs. [49–51]. Although AV methods have shown
promising performance, most AV formulations can signifi-
cantly impact the time step size for explicit time integration,
due to the stiffness introduced by the artificial diffusion. To
address this issue, a new AV method was proposed based on
the eigen-spectrum of the discretization operator tominimize
the stiffness addition. This AV formulation is developed by
considering Fourier analysis of theDGdiscretization of a lin-
ear problem. It was recognized in Ref. [42] that the addition
of artificial viscosity amplifies the minimum real eigenvalue,
which reduces the permissible time step size. R(λ)min and
R(λ+AV)min are used to represent theminimumreal eigenval-
ues for problems without and with the AV term, respectively.
Both quantities scale with the element size, h, as [42]
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Table 1 Coefficients for f1 and f2 in Eq. (24) derived from the stability
analysis for different orders of polynomial bases [42]

Order f1 f2

DGP0 (p = 0) 2.0 2.0

DGP1 (p = 1) 6.0 20.5

DGP2 (p = 2) 11.8 74.0

DGP3 (p = 3) 19.1 173.0

DGP4 (p = 4) 27.8 362.3

R(λ)min ≈ − f1(p)
a

h
, (21)

R(λ+AV)min − R(λ)min ≈ − f2(p)
μAV

h2 , (22)

relating the magnitude of AV, μAV, to the behavior of the
eigenvalues. The advection speed is denoted by a, and f1 and
f2 are two functions that depend on the specified polynomial
order; these values are given in Table 1. For explicit time
integration, a larger value of R(λ+AV)min leads to a smaller
time-step size. Therefore, to control the amplification effect
of the AV-addition on the eigenvalue mode, a linear relation
is introduced [42]:

R(λ+AV)min = βR(λ)min, (23)

in which β is a parameter that determines both the amount of
AV-addition and the time-step size for explicit time integra-
tion. Based on the above argument, a suitable choice for β is
1 � β � 2. β � 2 implies that viscous effects introduced by
AV locally overwhelm the advection dynamics. Therefore,
the range of the parameter is significantly constrained. Com-
bining Eqs. (21)–(23), we obtain the final expression for the
artificial viscosity:

μAV = (β − 1)
f1(p)

f2(p)
ah . (24)

For nonlinear problems, a denotes themaximum characteris-
tic speed in the local element,Ωe. Although the optimal value
of β has to be determined though numerical experiments, a
rather robust selection of β with β = 1.15 for linear cases
and β = 1.5 for nonlinear cases was determined [42]. After
the AV values are calculated using Eq. (24), a Laplace term,
∇ · (μAV∇ · U) is added into the RHS of Eq. (7), which is
discretized using the same scheme as presented in Sect. 3.2.
The performance of this AV formulation, combined with the
entropy-residual shock indicator, is illustrated in application
to the Sod shock tube problem in Fig. 4. The solution around
the traveling shock is examined in the inlay panel, from
which we can clearly see the improvement of the solution
with increasing polynomial order.
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Fig. 4 (Color online) Solutions of Sod shock tube problem calculated
using EBDG scheme (p = {2, 3, 4}) with the proposed AV approach
and shock indicator

5 Applications to multicomponent reacting flows

This section provides an overview about the applications of
DG methods to multicomponent reacting flows. For this, a
series of problems is selected, including shock/bubble inter-
action, turbulent combustion, and detonation. The standard
fourth-order explicit Runge-Kutta scheme is employed for
temporal integration.

5.1 Shock/bubble Interaction

The developed DG method is applied to the prediction of
a shock/bubble interaction problem [52–54]. The problem
configuration is illustrated in Fig. 5. The two-dimensional
computational domain is [0, 6.5] × [0, 0.89], and the spatial
coordinates are non-dimensionalized with the bubble diam-
eter of D = 50 mm. A Helium bubble is initially centered
at x = 3, and a left-running shock with Mach number 1.22
is initially located at x = 2. The initial values of flow vari-
ables are listed Table 2. Simulations are carried out on a
regular mesh with element size of h = 0.05. The left and
right boundaries are outflow and inflow; the centerline is the
symmetric axis of the problem; the top boundary is set to be

Fig. 5 Schematic of the two-dimensional shock/bubble interaction
problem (spatial coordinates are non-dimensionalized by the bubble
diameter D)
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Table 2 Initial conditions of the two-dimensional shock/bubble inter-
action problem

Quantity Helium bubble Pre-shock air Post-shock air

ρ (kg/m3) 0.2347 1.29 1.7756

u (m/s) 0 0 −110.62

v (m/s) 0 0 0

p (bar) 1 1 1.5698

γ 1.648 1.4 1.4

a slip wall. An EBDGP2 scheme is employed for this cal-
culation, and, for comparison, a WENO5 simulation with
the same degrees of freedom is also conducted. Viscous
effects are not considered in this simulation. Since the prob-
lem requires shock-capturing, the algorithms developed in
Sect. 3, in particular the entropy-residual shock indicator and
artificial viscosity method, are necessary to enable this cal-
culation.

Figure 6 presents a comparison of simulation results of
instantaneous density fields obtained with EBDGP2 and
WENO5 schemes. It can be seen that the impact of the
traveling shock causes the deformation of the Helium bub-
ble. After the shock transmits through the bubble, a jet
starts to form, grow, and gradually penetrate into the bubble.
The jetting process generates a vortex-pair, leading to the
development of hydrodynamic instabilities at the interface
between both fluids [55]. The EBDGP2 solution shows sig-
nificantly richer structures than the solution obtained using
WENO5 scheme. The growth of the hydrodynamic insta-
bility is clearly revealed, and the sharp interface between

helium and air is well preserved in the EBDGP2 solution. In
contrast, the WENO5 scheme is not able to provide com-
parable results. The inherent numerical dissipation of the
WENO5 scheme prohibits the growth of the hydrodynamic
instability, as well as resulting in a much thicker inter-
face.

5.2 Bluff-body stabilized premixed flame

Results from application of DG method to turbulent com-
bustion are discussed next. For this, a bluff-body stabilized
flame is considered [56,57]. The experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 7. The configuration consists of a 1.5 m long rect-
angular duct, which has a width of 0.24 m and height of
0.12 m. A 0.04 m equilateral triangular flame holder is
mounted 0.682 m upstream from the exit spanning the width
of the duct, acting as a bluff-body flame holder. A premixed
propane/air mixture enters the duct at a speed of 17.3 m/s
with a temperature of 288 K. The Reynolds number with
respect to the inflow condition and the length of the bluff
body is 48,000. The equivalence ratio of the mixture is
φ = 0.65, which yields an adiabatic flame temperature of
1784 K.

For the simulation setup, a shorter domain is consid-
ered, and one third of the width of the duct used in the
Volvo experiment is retained. No-slip adiabatic boundary
conditions are employed at the flame holder and top and
bottom walls. Periodic boundary conditions are employed
in the spanwise direction. The DG calculations are car-
ried out on an unstructured mesh that is discretized using
approximately 25,000 tetrahedral elements. The mesh is

t = 245 t = 427 t = 674µs µs µs

t = 245 t = 427 t = 674µs µs µs

a

b

Fig. 6 (Color online) Comparison of simulation results of the shock/bubble interaction problem by a EBDGP2 scheme and b WENO5 scheme.
Results represent the predicted density field: blue −0.20 kg/m3; red −1.20 kg/m3. Dashed curve shows the size of the initial bubble
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Fig. 7 Schematic of the problem configuration and computational
setup of the bluff-body stabilized premixed flame. The width in span-
wise direction is 8cm

Fig. 8 (Color online) Instantaneous solution fields of the bluff-body
stabilized premixed flame predicted from EBDGP3. Panels from top
to bottom show results for temperature, streamwise velocity, and wall-
normal velocity

locally refined around the flame holder, and the result-
ing element size in this region is around 3 mm. Two DG
schemes, namely EBDGP1 and EBDGP3, are employed in
this test case, and the total degrees of freedom are kept
identical at 2.5 million for both cases. A five-species two-
step reduced chemical mechanism [58] is used to represent
the reaction chemistry. The source term evaluation requires
the mass fraction and density to be positive. This condi-
tion is automatically satisfied by the entropy-bounded DG
scheme.

The instantaneousflameprofiles predictedby theEBDGP3
scheme are shown in Fig. 8. From the top panel, an
elongated recirculation zone can be observed that is cre-
ated behind the flameholder. The burnt combustion prod-
ucts are held in the recirculation region to stabilize the
flame. The flame front is developed between the unburnt
and burnt gases, and wrinkled under the influence of
the turbulent wake. Figure 9 shows time-averaged pro-
files of streamwise velocity predicted from both EBDGP1
and EBDGP3 simulations, compared to the experimen-
tal measurement [56,57]. Both solutions show reason-
ably good agreement with the experimental data. Com-
paratively, the EBDGP3 solution provides improved pre-
diction for representing flows in the recirculation zone
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Fig. 9 (Color online) DG simulation results for the time-averaged
streamwise velocity profile of the bluff-body stabilized premixed flame
with comparison to experimental measurements [56,57]

and preserving the velocity gradient at downstream loca-
tions.

5.3 Detonation initiation through a shock–wall reflection

Here, we examine the performance of the developed DG
method in application to detonation simulations. A detona-
tion initiation configuration is considered, in which aMach 2
moving shock impinges onto a inviscid wall with a 45 degree
angle, creating a favorable ignition condition to trigger det-
onation. The reactive gas is modeled by assuming constant
heat capacities, γ = 1.2, and the chemical reaction is rep-
resented with a one-step chemistry (Fuel + Oxidi zer →
Product). The chemical source term in Eq. (2) is prescribed
using:

SρY = A(1 − Y ) exp(−Ta/T ), SρE = QSρY , (25)

where Y is the mass fraction of fuel, Q specifies the heat
release of the reaction, and A and Ta describe the speed
of the reaction process. In this example, the parameters in
nondimensional form are specified as: A = 490, Qρ0/p0 =
31.4, Ta/T0 = 20 (subscript 0 indicates quantities at pre-
shock state) so that the induced detonation wave exhibits
strong intrinsic instability [59]. Calculations are performed
using an EBDGP2 scheme on a regular two-dimensional
mesh. The element size is h = 1/50. The entropy-bounded
DG scheme was found to be essential to enforce the physical
realizability of the numerical solution. Shock discontinuities
are detected using the entropy-residual indicator, while the
AV approach is also required to stabilize the solution in trou-
bled elements.
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Fig. 10 (Color online) Ignition and initiation sequence of a detonation wave through shock–wall interaction. The simulation times in the panels
are t = 10, t = 12, and t = 14 (from left to right)

Figure 10 shows simulation results of this problem.
Because of the shock–wall interaction, the ignition kernel at
the nearwall region appears behind theMach shock and grad-
ually propagates towards the shock front. At t = 10, awall jet
forms, coupledwith the hot gas to promote theflamepropaga-
tion. At t = 12, the flame is fully attached to theMach shock,
indicating the formation of a detonation. It is also noted that
wrinkles and curvatures start forming along the detonation
front. At t = 14, several cellular detonation structures are
observed from the temperature field. Because of the multi-
mode transverse wave interaction, the pressure field shows a
very complex pattern. From this example, it is confirmed that
the developed DG method is sufficiently robust to perform
combustion simulation in the presence of shock discontinu-
ities. Since only a simplified chemistry model is considered,
we intend to further assess the capability of the DG method
in representing more realistic applications under considera-
tion of a realistic thermo-chemical models. Results from this
investigation are discussed next.

Initiator section Combustor section    

Decoupled 
deflagration front 

Expanded 
detonation 

Decoupled 
shock wave 

Coupled 
detonation front 

Fig. 11 Schematic of computational domain

5.4 Detonation quenching and re-initiation in a
backward-facing step

The application of the DG method to detonation in simula-
tions of initiation and re-ignition is examined in this section.
For this, the experiment by Ohyagi et al. [60] is considered,
which is illustrated in Fig. 11. In this facility, an argon-diluted
hydrogen and oxygen mixture is initiated in a long initiator
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Fig. 12 (Color online)Re-initiation and re-ignition sequence of the quenched detonation passing a backward-facing step. Results show the evolution
of temperature and pressure fields along the simulation time, and the blue line in the pressure field indicates the flame front defined by the iso-contour
of 0.5Y eq

H2O
, where Y eq

H2O
is the mass fraction of water at the equilibrium state. a T and p at t = 57µs. b T and p at t = 62µs. c T and p at

t = 77µs

to generate a detonation wave. The fully developed cellular
detonation expands into the combustion section. The height
of the combustor section is three times the cross-section
of the initiator. The initial pressure and temperature of the
experiment are 26.7kPa and 293K, respectively. The ratio of
hydrogen to oxygen is at stoichiometry, and the argon dilu-
tion ratio is 40% by volume.

The simulations were initialized with a one-dimensional
(1D) Chapman–Jouguet (CJ) wave near the inlet of the
initiator section. Small perturbations were imposed along
the shock front to initiate transition to two-dimensional
(2D) cellular structures. The generated detonation travels
with a Mach number of MCJ = 4.9. The detonation wave
diffracts after entering the combustor section. The chemistry
is described using a detailed chemical mechanism due to
Burke et al. [61] including ten species and nineteen elemental
reactions, calibrated for high-pressure applications of hydro-
gen combustion. The grid resolution is selected to ensure that
at least 20 degrees of freedomper detonation induction length
are guaranteed. An EBDGP2 discretization is employed for
this calculation.

Figure 12 shows the initiation sequence of the quenched
detonation wave. It can be seen that detonation diffraction
first leads to the formation of a quenched detonation wave,
in which the shock and flame fronts are completely decou-
pled. Several finger-like flame segments are observed behind
the shock front. At t = 57 µs, the shock starts to interact
with the wall, and subsequently the reflected shock transmits
into the burnt mixture. After this reflection, a localized hot
spot is immediately generated around x = 40 mm, followed
by an extremely fast transition to an overdriven detonation,
which is visible at t = 62 µs in Fig. 12b. The new deto-
nation front grows and quickly engulfs the inert transverse
wave. Subsequently, a reactive Mach stem is formed due to
their mutual interactions. The induced hydrodynamic insta-
bilities along the slip line is well resolved in this simulation.

The forward wall jetting effect behind the Mach stem is also
clearly observed. The new triple point, connecting the reac-
tive Mach stem, reactive transverse wave and inert incident
shock, moves along the curved front of the incident shock,
and finally re-initiates the whole front. This re-initiation
sequence shows very good agreement with that reported in
the experimental study by Ohyagi et al. [60] and Lv and
Ihme [62].

6 Summary and outlook

This paper provides an overview of progress and status ofDG
methods for applications to multicomponent reacting flows.
The theoretical foundation of DG schemes was reviewed,
followed by a summary of algorithmic developments for
multicomponent reacting flows. The discussion covered the
development of a physically realizable DG formulation, the
introduction of an entropy-residual shock indicator, and the
formulation of an artificial viscosity technique for solution
stabilization. The DG method was then demonstrated in a
set of physical studies, including configurations of inviscid
shock/bubble interaction, turbulent premixed flame, and det-
onation systems.

In order to apply DG methods to more realistic con-
figurations and more complex flows, further algorithmic
developments are required. Flows in practical applications
involve much stronger turbulence than the flows considered
here and, therefore, cannot be fully resolved. In this regard,
it is still unclear what the best way is to use DG methods.
Several studies [63,64] showed that DG methods perform
well in the contexts of implicit large eddy simulation (LES
without turbulence closure), while others [65,66] showed
that turbulence closures are necessary, especially for highly
under-resolved calculations. Further investigations are nec-
essary in order to establish DG methods for application to
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LES. More specifically, suitable turbulence closure models
for DG methods should be identified, and the capability of
DG-based LES technique in more complex configurations
should be demonstrated and benchmarked against commonly
employed FV/FD-based LES methods. Besides turbulence,
enablingDG-basedmodeling of other flowphysics also plays
a key role for broadening the range of applications of DG
methods. Currently, the availability of physical models for
DGmethods is significantly less than that of commonly used
FV/FDmethods.DG-compatiblemodels for describing com-
bustion, dispersed phase dynamics, and interfacial flows are
still in its infancy. More research efforts are anticipated on
these aspects.
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